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TODAY’S TOPICS
1. Update on past work cycle and goals 
2. Different designs of journals / task-management books 
3. Shallow-work and "content consumption" 
4. Legalities of an online audience-based business 
5. Building an audience sans Facebook 
6. Live Q&A



UPDATE
2nd Work Cycle of 2017 

Feb 27 – Apr 22 



WORK CYCLE BUFFER SABBATICAL

6 Weeks 1 Week 1 Week
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BIZ VS. JOB
Being a business owner is different 

from being self-employed. 

Self-employed, you are still employed. 
If you don’t show up, if you don’t do the 

work, you don’t generate income.
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* Baron Fig 
* Self Journal 
* Freedom Journal 
* Mastery Journal 
* Bullet Journal 
* Emergent Task Planner 



* Manage Your Time Proactively 
* Keep Lead Measures Forefront (stay focused) 
* Know “MITs” for day and week 
* Celebrate Progress (helps with momentum) 
* Gratitude (helps with attitude) 
* Easy to implement and use daily 
* Short feedback loops (reviews; are you making progress?) 
* Know just what to do at any given time. 
* Open space for thoughts, ideas, sidebars, etc. 
* Balance both planning and working 
* Catalog stuff



Strategy and ideationData and facts

Systems and admin Relationships and emotions
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* Gratitude 
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Q & A



I've decided to lump news consumption 
into the evening. I'd like to know what 
your take on news consumption is.  

Is it important? And what are you 
strategies for effective news consumption?

JUSTIN



What are the legalities for 
running an online platform/
business/course, and does it 
change as quickly as technology?  

HOLLIE



How did/do you build an 
audience without 
Facebook?

HOLLIE



During your time in the marketing how did you 
deal with constant interruptions?  

I try to schedule the majority of my day, but the 
people popping in the office disengages my focus 
and when I leave at the end of the day I feel like I 
didn't accomplish anything and feel as though I 
am wasting my time scheduling my day. 

TRAVIS
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